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DETERMINATION OF THE DYNAMIC VEHICLE MODEL
PARAMETERS BY MEANS OF COMPUTER VISION
This study is devoted to determining the geometric, kinematic and dynamic characteristics of a vehicle. To this purpose, it is proposed to use
a complex approach applying the models of deformable body mechanics for describing the oscillatory movements of a vehicle and the computer
vision algorithms for processing a series of object images to determine the state parameters of a vehicle on the road. The model of the vehicle
vertical oscillations is produced by means of the viscoelastic elements and the dry friction element that fully enough represent the behavior of
the sprung masses. The introduced algorithms and models can be used as a part of a complex system for monitoring and controlling the road
traffic. In addition, they can determine both the speed of the car and its dynamic parameters and the driving behavior of the individual drivers.
Keywords: vehicle, mode of vertical oscillations, Kelvin-Voight and Maxwell viscoelastic elements, image processing, feature point method,
Haar primitives, errors of the first and second kind, car motion parameters

1. Introduction
At the present time, automobile transport systems, including
infrastructure, roads and vehicles, as well as various automated
control and monitoring systems, are under active development.
The prospects of the transport networks that must be taken into
consideration include a steadily increasing traffic speed (and this
applies both to the maximum and the average values of movement
speed in certain sections of the roads), greater axle loads and
vehicle weight, as well as an overall growth in the number of
automobiles. An important component of the safe traffic is the
timely determination of parameters of the vehicle movement (speed,
direction of movement, position at a particular moment of time
relative to the roadway and to the other traffic participants) and their
type. Timely detection of deviations from the generally accepted
traffic trajectories, together with the critical distances between
vehicles, as well as a possible overloading of an equipped vehicle or
a road train will largely prevent the occurrence of emergencies or
catastrophes. To this purpose, it is useful to monitor the position
and the behavior of vehicles in some of the most dangerous places
only or in the neighborhood of the certain transport objects, because
the total control of the crew’s movements is difficult enough and
the processing of the information thus received is a rather complex
computational task.
For such a monitoring, it is proposed to use passive methods for
determining the state and traffic parameters of vehicles, by analyzing
a series of images of the objects positioned on the roadway. While
solving the problem of engineering passive methods for determining
the object’s geometrical and kinematic parameters, it is important
that these methods would allow applying other methods that
increase overall accuracy and reliability and reduce operating costs.
The last task should be addressed by use of the mobile diagnostic

tools, combining various functions of the mobile device, using the
integrated controls with the binding of the monitoring results to the
one coordinate of the roadway. Besides, it is intended to increase the
speed of the diagnostics up to the level of the established speeds of
the vehicles at the sections of the roads subject to control.
In the present study, a method is proposed for determining
the vehicle parameters based on the procedures of the object’s
recognition by color and spatial characteristics by means of
computer vision.

2. The simplest models of vertical oscillations
Modern vehicles can be classified by purpose, patency,
wheel formula, the number of axles, climatic design, structural
requirements, axle load, load-bearing capacity, as well as by type
and distance of transportation. When organizing the line traffic
on roads with its optimal loads, all vehicles should have the
same traction-speed characteristics, the same acceleration and
deceleration dynamics, regardless of the weight of the loaded car
[1-2].
When determining the parameters of motion and condition
of the vehicle, one must start with the elements whose parameters
are known, for example, horizontal and vertical road markings. To
study the dynamic behavior of the vehicle, especially pronounced
in transient modes of motion, the most interesting are vertical
oscillations, including a series of object images obtained at small time
intervals that are easier to track with the help of passive methods of
processing [3-4].
When constructing a model of the vehicle with which it is
possible to determine parameters of the movement, it is proposed
to follow from simple to complex, gradually increasing the number
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Figure 1 Model of the vehicle with one degree of freedom, with viscoelastic elements that simulate the dynamic interaction of the vehicle and the road
surface: a) Kelvin-Voigt element, b) Maxwell element, c) Kelvin-Voigt element with dry friction

of defined characteristics and factors to be taken into account. In
the beginning, to describe the vertical vibrations of the vehicle,
one can choose a system with a single degree of freedom, the
mass of which expresses the mass of a loaded car M (Figures 1a,
1b), as well as the system with two degrees of freedom (Figure
1c). Then, the lower mass determines the reduced mass of the
wheel pair m, and the upper mass of the vehicle body and its load
М1. In the first case, the vertical displacement associated with
the center of gravity of the system is denoted by Z; in the second
case the displacement of the wheel pair is denoted by z1, and the
displacement of the vehicle body is Z1. To simulate the interaction
of various parts of the vehicle and the roadway, the elastic
elements-springs are used, viscous dampers and dissipative dry
friction elements. Various combinations of the listed connections
make it possible to obtain adequate and accurate models of the
dynamic behavior of both individual components, aggregates and
elements and the entire vehicle. Figure 1a shows a viscoelastic
Kelvin-Voigt element that simulates the interaction of the vehicle
and the road surface. In Figure 1b, the Maxwell element is
presented, which is a sequential connection of a viscous and
elastic element. In Figure 1c, a dry friction element has been
added to the Kelvin-Voigt element, which makes it possible to
simulate springs of the vehicle more fully [1, 2, 5].
There is also a model of interaction of a vehicle with the
road surface with the two degrees of freedom, a separate body
with its mass; the wheel pair is represented by geometrical
and mechanical parameters. This representation allows one to
separately simulate the interaction between the body of a vehicle
and a wheel pair, as well as the properties of springs, by introducing
a dry-friction element into the system responsible for rheological
properties of the suspension. The lower viscoelastic element of the
Kelvin-Voight type allows simulating the interaction of the wheel pair
and the roadway, and in the future it will allow taking into account
various defects of the road surface.
The choice of a specific mathematical model for the vehicle
depends on a number of factors. They include the type of
the vehicle; the parameters determined and the assumptions
made concerning, for example, the continuity of the movement,
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being either rectilinear or even. In this case, the theory of
small oscillations applicable to the system of bodies and the
presupposition that springs and the wheels of the vehicle have only
vertical compliance are taken into account, while the horizontal
forces of inertia of wheel pairs are not [1, 3, 6].
When describing vertical oscillations of models Figure 1a
and Figure 1b, it is assumed that viscoelastic elements do not lose
stability, i.e. points of the vehicle’s body and the wheel in the area
of contact with the road surface can move rectilinearly along the
same straight line.
In this paper is proposed to consider the joint movement of
the vehicle body and the wheel pair without taking into account
those impacts that are actually present from the roadway and
moving cargo. The movement of the two interacting bodies (the
body of the vehicle and the wheel pair) after the start of the
contact for the model of viscoelastic body of the Kelvin-Voigt
type (Figure 1a), with respect to the fixed reference system, is
described by a system of the second-order differential equations:
M 1 ^ zp 1 + zp 3 h + K ^ zo 1 - zo 2 h + C ^ z 1 - z 2 h = 0,
m 1 ^ zp 2 + zp 3 h + K ^ zo 2 - zo 1 h + C ^ z 2 - z 1 h = 0,

(1)

if one takes the Maxwell’s viscoelastic element as the basis of
the buffer model simulating a wide range of vehicle suspension
properties, then the system of determining equations will take
the form:
M 1 ^ zp 1 + zp 3 h - K

t

# ^ zo 1 - zo 2 h exp b - t x-1tl ldtl +

0

+ C ^ z 1 - z 2 h = 0,

m 1 ^ zp 2 + zp 3 h - K

t

# ^ zo 2 - zo 1 h exp b - t x-1tl ldtl +

,

(2)

0

+ C ^ z 2 - z 1 h = 0,

where M1 and m1 are the weights of the body and wheel pairs,
respectively; z1 and z2 are the coordinates of the center of gravity
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Figure 2 Flat model of a three-axle car with five degrees of freedom

of the body and the wheel pair relative to the upper point of the
buffer, respectively; z3 is the coordinate of the upper point of the
buffer relative to the inertial reference frame; K is the coefficient of
the viscous resistance of the buffer simulating the interaction of the
vehicle and the road surface; C is the coefficient of rigidity of the
elastic element in the buffer.
The system of defining equations (1) or (2) depending on the
selected model must be supplemented with the initial conditions
characterizing the state of the system of bodies at the initial time
t = 0:
z 1 ^ t = 0 h = 0,
zo 1 ^ t = 0 h = 0,

z 2 ^ t = 0 h = 0,
zo 2 ^ t = 0 h = 0.

(3)

To evaluate the interaction of the body of the vehicle, the wheel
pair and the roadway, it is proposed to use three characteristics
(power, geometrical and kinematic):
• the force of interaction between various sprung parts of
the system P(t), taking into account the influence of linear
resistance, elastic forces and dry friction; in some cases,
the greatest interest is the maximum value of this force max P ^ t h ;
t ! 60, 3 h

• the vertical movement of the vehicle’s body z(t), including its
maximum value max z ^ t h ;
t ! 60, 3 h

• the vertical acceleration of the vehicle points as one of the main
criteria for the smooth running of the vehicle max zp ^ t h .
t ! 60, 3 h

Depending on the type of the vehicle, more complex models
can be used to describe the operation of the main components,
assemblies, vehicle structures and their elements, as well as the
behavior of cargos, driver and passengers. That will allow a more
accurate study of the dynamic behavior and state of the vehicle
under the different traffic conditions and depending on the quality
of the road surface [1, 4].
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3. Plane model of a vehicle with three wheel axles
In addition to the simplest models shown in Figure 1, in this
paper is considered a flat model in the form of a system of solids
(vehicle’s body and wheel pairs), connected with each other and
with the roadway by the viscoelastic elements with the elements of
dry friction at the places of suspension of weights. In fact, those
elements are elastic-dissipative bonds that are responsible for the
model of interaction of various elements with each other and
taking into account the rheological properties of specific materials
and structural elements.
For accurate estimation of the computational models of
a vehicle, it is necessary to carry out the frequency analysis of their
own and forced oscillations, as well as to study the behavior of
vehicle’s structures in various design situations and under different
driving conditions [2, 3, 5].
This study also considers the design of a three-axle vehicle
with the five degrees of freedom (Figure 2). As the generalized
coordinates the following ones are accepted: Z - vertical movement
of the vehicle’s body (center of gravity); { - angular movement of
the vehicle’s body; z1 - vertical movement of the first axis of the car;
z2 - reduced vertical movement of the second axle of the vehicle, in
fact, this is a joint movement of the 2nd and 3rd bridges, connected
to each other and representing a trolley; } - angular displacement
of dual axles of the vehicle.
Functional equations describing the movement of the vehicle
in differential form can be obtained in terms of the d’Alembert
principle:
MZp ^ t h + F1 ^ v 1, vo 1 h + F2 ^ v 2, vo 2 h - M g = 0,
J 1 {p ^ t h + F1 ^ v 1, vo 1 h a T - F2 ^ v 2, vo 2 h b T = 0,
m 1 zp 1 ^ t h - F1 ^ v 1, vo 1 h + R 1 ^ u 1, uo 1 h - m 1 g = 0,

(4)

m 2 zp 2 ^ t h - F2 ^ v 2, vo 2 h + R 2 ^ u 2, uo 2 h + R 3 ^ u 3, uo 3 h - m 2 g = 0,
J 2 }p ^ t h + R 2 ^ u 2, uo 2 h l 2 /2 - R 3 ^ u 3, uo 3 h l 2 /2 = 0,
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where Fi ^ v i, vo i h and R i ^ u i, uo i h are the viscous resistance forces in
a buffer that simulates the interaction of the body and the i-th wheel
pair; v i = v i ^ t h , vo i = vo i ^ t h are the vertical displacement and the
speed of the buffer deformation over the i-th wheel pair, respectively;
u i = u i ^ t h , uo i = uo i ^ t h are the vertical displacement and the
wheel deformation speed related to the i-th axis, respectively.
The defining relations for the forces Fi and R i can
be represented taking into account the terms responsible for
the dissipative properties of the buffer including the viscous
resistance according to the Kelvin-Voigt model and dry sliding
friction according to the Coulomb model:
Fi ^ v i, vo i h = Fi ^ v i h + k pi vo i + T pi sign ^ vo i h,
R i ^ u i, uo i h = R i ^ u i h + k si uo i,

(5)

where k pi , k si are the damping coefficients of the viscoelastic
buffer and the i-th axis of the wheel and T pi is the coefficient
of dry friction in the buffer over the i-th axis. The functions
Fi ^ v i h and R i ^ u i h usually take a piecewise linear exponential
form [2, 5].
To reduce the number of unknown factors in the functional
equations and the desired functions, one can represent the vertical
displacements of axes of wheel pairs v i and u i through the
generalized coordinates. Then, the parameters of the road profile
are taken into account, allowing specifying the initial movements,
for example, when the vehicle goes over the element of forced
reduction of the vehicle speed («speed bump»).

4. Method for determining the motion parameters
by analyzing images
To experimentally determine geometrical and kinematic
characteristics of the vehicle’s movement both in the horizontal
and the vertical plane (direction of movement, speed and distance
to the desired object), it is necessary to recognize the vehicle type,
as well as to detect the number of wheel axes. Determining the
movement parameters of the vehicle’s body and its wheels can
be carried out when considering rotational motion (wheels) and
translational motion (body) [7-9].
At the stage of the primary image processing, the characteristic
points of the image are distinguished, and the optical flow in their
vicinity is calculated. In this case, the pixel of the object with the
plane and time coordinates (x, y, t) and intensity I(x, y, t) receive
increments (Δx, Δy, Δt) during the change of one frame to another
[10-12]. The changed pixel intensity can be represented in the form
of a Taylor series, given the smallness of the possible displacements:
I ^ x + Tx, y + Ty, t + Tt h =
.
I ^ x, y, t h + 22xI Tx + 22yI Ty + 22It Tt.

(6)

To calculate the optical flow of an image, it is proposed to
use the Lucas-Canade method, which is based on the assumption
that the optical flow is the same for all the pixels within
a small rectangular image area, which includes a certain set of
pixels ^ q i hni = 1 [13]. The components of the optical flow velocity
VOLUME 21

v = 6v x, v y@T for the central pixel p of the set can be obtained by
solving the defining system of equations, [14]:
I x ^ q i hv x + I y ^ q i hv y + I t = 0

(7)

where the fact is taken into account that the intensity depends
[15] on the position of each pixel q i .
An important task that one faces while solving the system of
equations (6) is the choice of the size of a rectangular frame around
the examined pixel [16-18]. It concerns with the comparison of the
two mutually exclusive conditions: while reducing the frame allows
one to separate the moving objects with a fixed background [19],
the frame magnification allows one to detect and track large object
movements [20]. To solve the dual problem of the Lucas-Canade
method implementation, it is proposed to use the Bouguet iterative
scheme [21-23].
Comparison of the two images of a video sequence can be
represented as the following sequence of actions:
Step 1. Inputting images I, J and the coordinates of the examined
pixel u into the image I.
Step 2. Creating interactive diagrams of the source images
" I L ,L = 0fL m and " J L ,L = 0fL m .

Step 3. Initializing the offset accumulated by the passed levels:
0
g Lm = ; E .
0
Step 4. Cycling through L levels from Lm to 0 with the decrement
--1.

Step 5. Calculating the coordinates ^ p x, p y h of the pixel u at the
px
image I L | u L = uL = ; E .
py
2
Step 6. Calculating the derivatives of the image IL at the spatial

coordinates: I x ^ x, y h = " I L ^ x + 1, y h - I L ^ x - 1, y h , /2 .

Step 7. Calculating the gradient matrix in the image plane:
py + wy
px + wx
2
G= /
/ =I ^ xI,xy^hxI, y^hx, y h I x ^ xI,2y^hxI,yy^hx, y hG .
y
x
x
x = px - wx y = py - wy
0
Step 8. Initializing the offset accumulated by iterations: v 0 = ; E .
0
Step 9. Subcycling of iterations k from 1 to 5.
Step 9.1. Image subtraction (evaluation of the time derivative of the
image): dI k ^ x, y h = I L ^ x, y h - J L ^ x + g Lx + v kx - 1, y + g Ly + v ky - 1 h .

Calculating
the
vector
differences:
dI k ^ x, y h I x ^ x, y h
bk = /
/ = ^ h ^ hG .
x = p x - w x y = p y - w y dI k x, y I y x, y
Step 9.3. Optical flow calculation: h k = G -1 b k , where
n
I 2x ^ q i h
I x ^ q i hI y ^ q i h
G is the matrix of
G = AT A = / =
^
h
^
h
I 2y ^ q i h
i = 1 I x qi I y qi
moments of the second order of the rectangular area of the image;
n
- I t ^ q i hI x ^ q i h
G is the vector of the mixed multiplication.
b = /=
^ h ^ h
i = 1 - It qi I y qi
Step 9.4. Updating the offset accumulated by iterations:
vk = vk - 1 + hk .
Step 10. Calculating the offset for level L: d L = v k .
Step 11. Calculating the offset accumulated up to the next level
L - 1: g L - 1 = 2 ^ g L + d L h .
Step 12. Calculating the total offset: d = g 0 + d 0 .
Step

9.2.

px + wx

py + wy
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Figure 3 The dependence of the error probability of the first (a) and second (b) kinds upon the object’s size
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Figure 4 Dependence of the error probability of the first (a) and second (b) kinds upon the object’s speed

Step 13. Calculating the coordinates of the examined pixel on the
image J: w = u + d .
Step 14. Outputting the coordinates of the pixel w on to the image J.
The described algorithm can be used to determine, for the
last N frames, the movements of the center of the selected frame
relative to the background in the pixels TX ob , TYob which is
necessary to determine the velocities of object points [19, 24].
Having a priori camera information - the height H fr and the
width W fr of the frame, the angles in the radians a fr and b fr ,
vertically and horizontally, - one can find the actual horizontal
and vertical offsets of the object from the proportions of the
right-angled triangles that define the positions of the image and
the real object:
Ta ob
TYob
TYob
a fr = H fr & Ta ob = H fr a fr,
Ty
a fr TYob
tan Ta ob = l & Ty = lTa ob = H
l.
fr

(8)

radians is a fr , the frame height in pixels is H fr , the real height
of the object in meters is h, it is possible to determine the actual
distance to the object in meters that is l.
The angle at which the object is visible is determined by the
proportion: a ob = H ob a fr /H fr .
Then the actual distance to the object, taking into
account the small value of the viewing angle, is the following:
l = h/a ob = H fr h/a ob H ob .
The estimation of the velocity projection v z of the object is
made by changing the height of the object during the time N x ,
then:
l^ t h =

H fr
h,
a fr H ob ^ t h

l ^ t - Nx h =

H fr
h,
a fr H ob ^ t - Nx h

l ^ t h - l ^ t - Nx h
=
Nx
H fr
H fr
F h .
=<
H ob ^ t h H ob ^ t - Nx h a fr Nx

(10)

(11)

vz =
Estimations of the velocity components v x, v y are obtained
by dividing the offsets by the time interval N τ (τ - frame duration):
Tx = b fr TX ob l , v = Ty = a fr TYob l
vx = N
H fr Nx
W fr Nx y Nx
x

(9)

When determining the distance to the vehicle, the height
of the frame of the object H ob in pixels [25-27] is referred to.
Assuming that the vertical viewing angle of the camera in the
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(12)

The actual speed of the object is calculated by the geometrical sum
of the projections: v = v 2x + v 2y + v 2z . Knowing the speed function,
one can determine the acceleration of the vehicle and its projection on
different coordinate axes.
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5. Numerical investigation

6. Conclusion

In addition to the Lucas-Canade method, the Adaptive Boosting
algorithm has been considered [28-30]. Probabilities of errors of the
first and second kind have been determined [31-33], depending on
the object’s size at the image (Figure 3a, 3b) and on the object’s
speed (Figure 4a, 4b).
Figures 3 and 4 show that the for larger objects (more closely
located) and for the slower objects the possibility of errors of the
first and the second kind is less when the algorithm of the object
recognition using the Haar primitives is applied, while for all
the other objects, application of the algorithm, using the feature
points, is the most suitable. Thus, to reduce the probability of
errors during the recognition of the objects, it is proposed to use
only two parameters for the initial recognition of the object: the
distance from the camera and its speed. It is assumed that the
speed of the objects can belong to one of the two groups - “fast” or
“slow”, and the distance to them - to the “far” or “close” groups.
Establishing the boundaries of the definition of these groups is
performed by means of the statistical analysis tools.
As a result, when determining the speeds of the vertical and
horizontal movement of the vehicle, as well as the vertical linear and
angular accelerations, the weight of the vehicle and the weights of
the individual parts of the vehicle, reduced to the wheel axles can be
determined. This will contribute to the control of the road congestion,
the traffic density at the individual sections, as well as toe compliance
with the regulatory requirements of the cargo transportation and
traffic rules.

Algorithms, methods and models introduced in this study
can be implemented as a part of an integrated hardware-software
system for monitoring and controlling the motion that can
allow one to determine the geometrical (movement, position),
kinematic (speed, path) and dynamic (weight, acceleration)
motion parameters of the car. As the primary information on
the object is proposed to be obtained through its image in the
optical range, this method is not associated with the additional
electromagnetic radiation and thus it is not dangerous for living
organisms. It is also rather more difficult to be detected and thus it
is safer against possible counter detection systems. The conducted
numerical studies, based on the developed algorithms and
models, demonstrate the better occurrence values of errors of the
first and the second kind during the system operation depending
on the speed and size of the object being measured. The presented
detection scheme can operate in the real time during its computerbased implementation.
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